Handsome attorney Casey Sullivan is a catch, and everyone seems to know it except his beautiful, but slightly deranged girlfriend, deejay Sidra Barton! Just the slightest mention of ‘happily ever after’ has her ready to run out the door. Not that she'll get far because Casey Sullivan always gets what he wants, and he wants Sidra Barton. Casey is ready to go the distance for what his heart desires, but the finish line to Sidra’s heart will be an uphill journey. Together they will face their pain and fears to obtain the ultimate happiness. Unfortunately, not everyone believes they should be together and will challenge the love they’ve fought so hard to obtain. Guess they’ll just have to learn the hard way not to get between a Sullivan and his woman. THE WHOLE GANG IS BACK FOR ANOTHER ADVENTURE! IF YOU ARE NOT A FAN OF MULTILAYERED STORY ARCS FEATURING MULTIPLE CHARACTERS, THEN THIS MAY NOT BE THE STORY/ SERIES FOR YOU.IT IS NECESSARY TO READ THE SERIES IN ORDER.Series Order:Book One: Sweet ObsessionBook Two: New BeginningsBook Three: The Pursuit Of HappinessBook Four: Perfectly ImperfectWARNINGS: MUST BE 18+ TO READ. THIS BOOK CONTAINS GRAPHIC VIOLENCE, RACIAL CONTENT, STEAMY/EXPLICIT LOVE SCENES AND COARSE LANGUAGE. IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR THOSE WHO ARE EASILY OFFENDED.
Customer Reviews

I have been a fan of D.A. Young ever since I accidentally discovered Sweet Obsession. Like many readers, I’m usually wary of new authors because your immediate thought is always: Is this going to be a waste of my time and my money? In the case of D.A. Young, it is the total and complete opposite: She blows you out of the water each and every time! I don’t even know what to say about Perfectly Imperfect except there is nothing imperfect about it! Casey and Sidra have proven that love trumps hate (See what I did there?) each and every time! And another thing: Sidra is not crazy! She is just misunderstood, and this story will prove that! If you grew up the way she did with two dysfunctional parents, then you will understand why she is the way she is, and the same can also be said about Casey Sullivan, the youngest, and in my prejudiced opinion, sexiest, Sullivan brother. Casey and Sidra go through it all in this story. There are so many powerful secrets that are revealed, and almost no one is who they claim to be! There are so many jaw-dropping moments that I will not share because you need to experience the rapture for yourself. We’ve seen Casey and Sidra go from enemies with benefits to confirmed lovers to ride or die. I love that their relationship is not so perfect because these two have so many issues stemming from their childhoods that were never resolved and will test the strength of their bond, and along to support them are their family and close friends. Yes, we get to catch up with all the Sullivan men and their wives and our favorite silver couple, Alexei and Vivienne Romankov. Whew, D.A. Young did the damn thing with this one!
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